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OUR WORD MUST BE AS GOOD AS GOD'S WORD
1 Samuel 20   Romans 5:1-5

Congregation of the Lord Jesus Christ, for the sake of obedience to the call of God, David goes off he knows not where as an outlaw, exposed to he knows not what dangers. And Jonathan goes into the city, to he knows not what there either, for his father had already thrown a javelin at him. His heart was with the Lord’s anointed, David, but his duty was to go back to the city and carry out the responsibilities of the Crown Prince; in the city where David was hated, where Jonathan’s father didn’t trust him anymore, where his father even despised him for that simple uncomplicated acceptance of the Lord’s will, which Saul also once had but had long since lost as absolute power had tended to corrupt him absolutely; as Lord Acton’s saying has it. 

Yet Jonathan farewells David by saying, “Go in peace.”  "Safety" in our NASBs. But it is the big Hebrew word for peace, shalom, which captures within it everything good and complete about life, including safety, but everything else besides. So at this point I prefer the AV/NIV's "peace." How could either of them go anywhere in peace into that? And, for all they knew, never to see each other again either. David had found sanctuary in the Word of God, you will remember, from the end of chapter nineteen, in the person of Samuel who was, in effect, the Word of God to Israel at the time. It is only in the Word of he who cannot lie that there is any security, or surety, or stability, or truth, in this world. Thus we are told that, “Man is to live by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.”

But that has to be worked out in the practical reality of life. How does it work out?  Pink thinks David is acting contrary to faith here; faith would have conversed with Samuel where he had already found sanctuary, not Jonathan. I disagree with this for the reasons stated in the paragraph. As Darby notes, "What can be done when a man prophesies and yet runs counter to the power which he cannot deny? David takes flight." 
    I agree with Davis that this chapter is about covenant, however Davis fails to see this in the light of 19:24 (because he only sees the Spirit there without the Word; he also lacks a little in taking into account the flow of the story). de Graaf, on the other hand, misses the connection between the Word of God and the word of man. In strictly redemptive-historical terms, the theme of the chapter is: God is advancing the cause of his kingdom by separating David & Jonathan and teaching us again thereby the great cost of discipleship.  Because although David is the Lord’s anointed, a type of the Lord Jesus Christ therefore, he is also an ordinary believer and at the present time he is in the place of inferiority to Saul and Jonathan. Notice how he bowed to Jonathan three times just before they parted. And David knew that Saul wouldn’t be prophesying prostrate in Naioth of Ramah forever, even though he had for a day and a night. So David goes to Jonathan who had made a covenant with him and he reminds Jonathan of this covenant and calls him to fulfill it. “Therefore deal kindly with your servant,” says David in verse eight, “for you have brought your servant into a covenant of the Lord with you.” Jonathan promises that he will fulfill it. 

But Jonathan also knows the general direction the future is taking them and so he also made David vow to preserve his life when David should ascend to the throne. That is the meaning of those words in verse fourteen. "If I am still alive will you not show me the loving-kindness of the Lord that I may not die." Thus we read in verse seventeen, "Jonathan made David vow again because of his love for him." 

They could part in peace, even under these distressing circumstances, because they had given their word to each other in covenant, which covenant they had called upon the Lord to guarantee that each would perform. In the last verse, "Jonathan said to David, Go in peace, inasmuch as we have sworn to each other in the name of the Lord saying, The Lord will be between me and you and between my descendants and your descendants forever!" They didn’t know what the future would hold. But they had made a covenant, they had given their word about how they would treat each other and that word, that vow was grounded in and guaranteed by the Lord whose word is absolutely sure and certain; even as we remembered from Deuteronomy chapter seven that I read earlier. God saved Israel out of Egypt because six hundred years previously he had made a covenant with their forefathers. 

Let’s come at the chapter again, slightly differently
#	In chapter eighteen we saw that everything Saul tried to do to put David out of action, God made work for David’s good. So we saw that there is a price to pay for following the Lord’s anointed and doing the Lord's will. David found that out. Jesus found that out. 
#	In the next chapter, chapter nineteen, last week, we saw that sanctuary is found only in the Word of God. But if we will not bow before that Word when it is offered to us in grace and therefore find sanctuary, we will still have to confess the truth of that Word in judgment. That’s what Saul found when he was overcome by the Spirit and made to prophesy even against his will. In other words, there is a price to pay for not following the Lord’s anointed. 
#	Now, in chapter twenty, it is Jonathan’s turn to learn that it costs to follow the Lord’s anointed. "Then David rose and departed while Jonathan went into the city," separated forever, for all they knew, by a sense of call and duty. Yet, across the miles and through the silence they were united by their covenanted word to each other, guaranteed by God’s covenanted Word. 

In this framework, the chapter teaches us a few things about covenants; it teaches us a few things about God’s Word and therefore what our word should also be like. I want to say five things about that. First of all, 

1.	COVENANTS ARE BASED ON TRUTH AND FAITHFULNESS. 
God is the God of truth and so also is his Son. “I am the way, the truth and the life,” said Jesus. We are God’s children, are we not? And therefore we are to be holy even as our Father in Heaven is holy, we are told. So Jesus prayed in his high-priestly prayer in John seventeen, “Sanctify them (the disciples) Father in your truth. Your Word is truth.” True, Jesus is talking there about the truth of God, not our truthfulness or faithfulness. But truth is never very far away from truthfulness; as faith is never very far away from faithfulness. And Paul tells us in One Timothy, chapter three, that "the Church is the ground and pillar of the truth" in the world. God has left the Church in the world to maintain truth. And if the Church, we Christians, do not maintain truth and truthfulness, faith and faithfulness in the world, there will be no truth or truthfulness; there will be no faith or faithfulness; and the world will have become the next thing to hell. 

So Psalm fifteen exhorts us: he who would live in the presence of God is the one who, among other things, "keeps his oath even when it hurts," even when it goes against him, even when it costs him something that he never envisaged when he gave his word; he’ll be true to it; he’ll be faithful to it. In other words, people of God, our word must be as good as God’s Word. And when we take our word seriously, secondly, 

2.	COVENANTS PROVIDE HELP IN TROUBLE. 
(And from now on I am following the outline and general thought of one of the commentaries I am reading on 1 Samuel. I very seldom do that but he had it sorted and I couldn’t improve on it, except put it in my own words – if that does improve it!  Dale Ralph Davis) 

David is bewildered. He doesn’t understand why Saul should seek his life. Saul knows nothing about Samuel anointing him. David has made no attempt on the throne. He’s only ever served Saul. And to add to it all, he thinks Jonathan doesn’t really understand how serious Saul is about his intention to kill him. So they arrange this bit about David being absent from the new-moon feast to find out and demonstrate the true state of Saul’s heart over against David. And David says in verse eight, “Therefore deal kindly with your servant Jonathan, for you have brought me into a covenant of the Lord with you.” 

Isn’t it interesting? David is appealing to Saul’s son, the natural heir to the throne, the very man with most to lose, to protect him. He could do that only because his natural rival had made a covenant of the Lord with him, that he would no longer be a rival for the throne. David appeals to Jonathan on the basis of that covenant to "deal kindly with him." Those two words, deal kindly, are very special words in the Old Testament. They are often translated mercy or steadfast love, or loving-kindness, sometimes just love. But the Hebrew word speaks of the love of loyalty, the love of reliability, the love of faithfulness. It speaks of a dependable love and kindness. It is a word that speaks of a love that commits itself by covenant to the person one loves to continue faithfully in that love. It is exactly what we read about in Deuteronomy chapter seven. “The Lord did not set his love on you nor choose you because you were more in number than any of the peoples, for you are fewest of the peoples; but because the Lord loved you and kept the oath which he swore to your forefathers.” 

David’s world is falling apart; he’s confused; he’s tossed from pillar to post; he doesn’t know where he is. Yes, he’s found sanctuary in the Word of the Lord, but how is that worked out in everyday reality? He flees to Jonathan who had made this covenant with him and he pleads with him now to keep it. That covenant that God made with Abraham was renewed at Mount Sinai and when God gave the Decalogue the second time to Moses, the Lord said to Moses, “The Lord, the Lord God, compassionate and gracious, slow to anger, abounding in loving-kindness and truth.” That is what I am, says God. Now, loving-kindness and truth – translate that into Greek, as it was by Jewish scholars in Alexandria three hundred years before Christ, and then translate the Greek into English and what do you get? – "full of grace and truth." Does that ring a bell? John chapter one, verse fourteen, “The Word became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth,” full of covenant love and faithfulness. 

So what’s your situation? Are you in a situation where you feel tossed from pillar to post; where you’re confused about something; where you’re in trouble, maybe not quite life and death like David but still you’re not quite sure where to turn? Maybe you’re disappointed and discouraged. 
#	Maybe you’re here this morning as an unbeliever and life is really knocking you around and you find the world and so many people in the world so unreliable. Well that’s what the world is like; Jesus said that. “The world is of its father the devil, and he is the father of lies.” But there is one in this world who is faithful and true, the Lord’s anointed, Jesus Christ, and he makes a promise that whoever comes to him for help and salvation, “I will in no way cast out.” 
#	Maybe you’re a believer and life is knocking you around and you even find people in the Church unreliable. Be careful: are you sure you have never been unreliable? Yet, it is true, it oughtn’t be that way, because we should be like our Father in heaven. We should be like our older brother, Jesus Christ, and as God is the God of truth and Jesus is the truth personified, we also are to be "the pillar and ground of truth" in the world; faithful to our word, even though it hurts. 

3.	COVENANTS STRENGTHEN US TO MAKE OUR WORD LIKE GOD’S WORD. 
David has appealed to Jonathan in his distress. Jonathan promises that when he has found his father’s mind he will tell David. But because David has appealed to Jonathan on the basis of the covenant he swears that he will be faithful to it. Verse thirteen, “If it please my father to do you harm, may the Lord do so to Jonathan and more also if I do not make it known to you and send you away that you may go in peace.” That was a dangerous thing for Jonathan to do! If Jonathan lets David escape Saul like that, that raises a problem for Jonathan, because it will mean David will become king. You see how powerfully, congregation, grace works in the human heart, when it works. Jesus told us not to fear "because I have overcome the world." John picks that up and says in his first letter, “This is the victory that overcomes the world, even our faith.” And grace has worked in Jonathan’s heart, and it’s worked a very great victory over every natural inclination, and even natural right that he had, to the throne. And instead, like Jesus and as Paul exhorts us; “He regarded David as more important than himself.”  Jonathan loved David when he "replied to Saul with a modesty that heightened its lustre (after the victory over Goliath). He loves him now when dishonoured and a fugitive. He acknowledges him as God's elect and links the hopes of his house with the glory of his beloved" (Darby).

"But David, when it happens, what’s going to happen to me?" is now in Jonathan's mind. Because the standard practice was that if a new family, a new dynasty, came to a throne in the east, all the contenders were wiped out; they were killed. There was no question about that. You can see that happening even in the northern kingdom of Israel in later years. "If I am still alive, David, will you not show me the loving-kindness of the Lord that I may not die? You shall not cut off your loving-kindness from my house forever, not even when the Lord cuts off every one of the enemies of David from the face of the earth?” 

So Jonathan made a covenant with the house of David to warn David of what was coming from his father; and Jonathan made David vow that he would protect him. And as the grace of God had worked in Jonathan, so the grace of God enabled David to fly right in the face of all sound political sense and practice of the time. He swore to Jonathan to protect him and his sons when he came to the throne. Any one of his sons might have decided that David was an imposter and that the throne was their right. 

The covenantal man keeps his word even when it hurts. The covenantal man or woman takes risks in the eyes of worldly reality for the sake of truth and faithfulness, for the sake of the kingdom of God and for the sake of his brothers and sisters in Christ, as David did. That’s really what this chapter is about: God is advancing the cause of his kingdom. He is working to bring the "man after his own heart" to the throne of his kingdom by, at the present time, separating David and Jonathan. And they can part in peace because they are both committed to God’s covenant, to God’s will, and therefore they trust each other's covenanted word. 

That is part of the way God builds his kingdom in this world. Not by worldly wisdom or worldly power or means. “If my Kingdom were of this world,” said Jesus to Pilate, “my servants would fight. Peter put your sword away.” Not by political maneuvering but straightforward, honest discussion. There was a story in our denominational magazine a few years ago about the principal of a theological college in the United States who resigned his position to look after his wife who had Alzheimer's. Many people praised him as if he had done something exceptional. But he said, “It’s not exceptional! I married this woman forty years ago and I made a promise: in sickness or in health, to love and cherish her; therefore I do it.” Covenants strengthen us to make our word like God’s Word.

4.	COVENANTS MAY DEMAND COSTLY COMMITMENT. 
Jonathan goes to the New Moon feast and he hands in David’s note from his mum – well, actually, it was from his older brother. But, as some children find out, you can only write those sorts of notes yourself and sign them ‘Mrs Mum’ so often. Teachers have a nose for that sort of thing. And on the second day Jonathan finds himself on the blunt end of a not so complimentary epithet about his mother and on the sharp end of his father’s javelin. 

Saul is a man of the world and he only understands the things of this world. Jonathan is born-again and Saul doesn’t understand him. Jesus said it would be like that, “As long as the son of Jesse lives on the earth, neither you nor your kingdom will be established.” Jonathan couldn’t care less. That wasn’t God’s will for him. He’d relinquished that right; he was in covenant bound to the Lord’s anointed. 

We are disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ. We’ve relinquished our rights; we’ve relinquished our own kingdom; we have committed ourselves to the Lord’s anointed. Our Lord, The Anointed, even “though he existed in the form of God, did not regard equality with God a thing to be grasped but emptied himself” says Paul, “taking the form of a bondservant and being made in the likeness of men. And being found in appearance as a man he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of death; even death on a cross.” Jonathan was like him, and Paul was like him. “I count all things but dung that I might gain Christ!” Or like John the Baptist, “I must decrease; he must increase!” 

It’s costly to follow Jesus, including in the way we find in our chapter. 
#	Sometimes families are divided because some member believes that because we must love Jesus more than father or mother or sister or brother or, if it comes to it, husband or wife, we must go a different way from the rest of the family. That’s exactly the case here with Jonathan. 
#	Sometimes best friends are parted, never to meet again, in order to seek first the kingdom of God; like Henry Martin who gave up the girl he loved and she him because they believed that God was calling him to be a missionary in India. To India he went and was blessed. Exactly what Edward the eighth in the thirties could not do. He abdicated his duty "to marry the woman I love." 

It can happen in all sorts of ways but we are called to "seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness." And his righteousness begins with being people of our word, even as God is a God of his Word.

5.	COVENANTS PROVIDE PEACE IN THE MIDST OF CONFUSION. 
“Go in peace David.” How could David go in peace? His world has fallen apart; he’s a fugitive; he’s an outlaw. He has a death sentence hanging over him. But so also had Jonathan’s world fallen apart. He could not be more at odds with his father. He was not understood by his father. He was despised by his father. And yet it was his father that duty called him to serve. But he says to David, “Go in peace.” How? 

There is peace between David and Jonathan for Jonathan says “Go in peace, inasmuch as we have sworn to each other in the name of the Lord.” And that is exactly as it is with us. “These things I have spoken to you,” said Jesus in John 16, 33,”that in me ye may have peace. In the world you will have tribulation. But take courage, I have overcome the world.” We live under God’s covenant. God made a covenant of peace with his son Jesus Christ, whereby the Father gives his elect to Christ and Christ gave his life for them and whoever comes to him he will in no way cast out. Yes it can be rough in the world until I return, says Jesus, but remember, I have overcome the world. Any wounds the world may inflict upon you cannot be fatal. 

The peace Jesus was talking about was not necessarily peacefulness; perhaps anything but that. It is "peace with God," Paul said in Romans 5, verse one. Yet only two verses later he says, "We also exult in tribulation." We exult in tribulation because we have peace with God – "through our Lord Jesus Christ." And we can be sure that Jesus will keep that word because it is a word that he sealed with his blood, “my blood of the covenant which is shed for you.” "Then David arose and departed, while Jonathan went into the city."

Was evil turned to good for Jonathan, as it was for David? Eternally, yes. But all he did in the last ten years of his life was serve his father in the city. People of God, that’s exactly what Jesus has called us to do. The anointed has gone to heaven and he has said to us, “Occupy until I come.”  It would not be hard to get oneself in a real pickle with typology in the life of David. He is a type of Christ, yet not in every respect; and his life is not an allegory. Therefore I would regard this point rather as motif than typologically for here, for only one consideration, it is he who was to occupy who bid the other depart in peace. With Jesus and the disciples it was the other way round. For another, this is only the beginning of his humiliation. The comparative point in Jesus' life comes at the end of his humiliation. Preserve my presence and my righteousness in the world until I come. That’s what Jonathan was called to do, but when his master came, Jonathan was dead. God does work everything for good to them that love him. But good, as we would like to have it, may not be experienced until eternity. But Paul told us about that too. "It is given to us not only to believe in him, but to suffer for his name." And Jesus gave us a wonderful promise about that in Mark chapter ten, "Truly I say to you there is no-one who has left house or brothers or sisters or father or mother or children or farms for my sake and for the Gospel’s sake but that he will receive a hundred times as much now in the present age – houses and brothers and sisters and mothers and children and farms, along with persecutions – and in the age to come, eternal life." 

The Lord has called us to serve him. As Christians we’ve promised we will. Let us be faithful to our word as the Lord has been faithful to his word in sending his Saviour. And let us be faithful in our words to one another, and to anybody else for that matter, and so show ourselves truly to be children of our Father in heaven. That is the way, people of God, to have assurance that we "will never be shaken, but live in the house of the Lord forever." 
Amen.
John Rogers, Reformed Church of the North Shore, March, 6th, 2005

Appendix: The Justifiable Lie
The question arises from this story how we are to view David & Jonathan concocting their scheme to deceive Saul as to David's true whereabouts during the New Moon feast, which involved Jonathan lying to his father. Davis notes in a footnote that "it is important … to distinguish between what the Bible reports and what it recommends. It tells you that Jonathan prevaricated for David; it does not say, 'Go and do thou likewise.' The Bible is telling a story, not teaching ethics here." That is true, but hardly adequate, especially when Davis so clearly sees that "covenant carries the thematic freight of the chapter." For woven right through this chapter about faithfulness to our word is this lying (let us call a spade a spade).

This is not the first time this question could have been asked in the story of David's life. In a way the first occasion is more difficult. When Samuel asked the Lord what he was to do if Saul asked what he was up to going to Bethlehem to anoint David king, "the Lord said, Take a heifer with you, and say, I have come to sacrifice to the Lord" (1 Samuel 16:2). Ezekiel Hopkins says a lie must have three ingredients: "a) there must be the speaking of an untruth; b) it must be known to us to be an untruth; and c) it must be with a will and intent to deceive him to whom we speak it, and to lead him into error" (quoted in Kaiser). However, exegetes/theologians/Christian ethicists have also generally recognized that the crucial factor is the intention to deceive; which can be done without words. Joshua's feigned retreat before Ai is a case in point (Joshua 8); which ruse (or similar) God also instructs David to use on another occasion against the Philistines (2 Sam.5:22-25). 

Having done some further reading,   J Douma, The Ten Commandments, John Murray, Principles of Conduct, WC Kaiser Jr, Toward Old Testament Ethics, PJ de Bruyn, The Ten Commandments, RJ Rushdoony, The Institutes of Biblical Law; RL Dabney, Lectures in Systematic Theology. Kaiser appears to allow no justifiable lie; Murray also, but then equivocates; Douma, de Bruyn, Rushdoony and Dabney all allow it under certain circumstances. I think it is most helpful to summarise Rushdoony's argument for I find myself in agreement with him almost all the way whereas all the others are either not so well argued or do such fine argumentation at points as to amount to special pleading (even thought there is a place for fine distinctions). He is also more readable.

He begins by saying that the ninth commandment "has been widely misinterpreted to mean 'Thou shalt at all times and under all circumstances tell the truth to all men who may ask anything of you.'" The fact is we are not yet in heaven; we live in a world of sin and consequently we do not always face a choice between right and wrong; we are sometimes faced with the choice of the lesser of two evils – to lie or to betray our neighbour. It is true that everyone we stumble across in life is our neighbour (the parable of the good Samaritan) and that we are to love our enemy (sermon on the Mount). But when our enemy is no longer disarmed/under the white flag and gasping for a drink but has the sword at our throat, we are to resist him. Under this circumstance of warfare, in fact, whether declared or not, in whatever sphere of life, we may, indeed sometimes must, lie to save our neighbour from our and his enemy. To speak of mere concealment or silence is almost sophistry; sometimes silence can be most revealing. And let's not say it is not a lie. It is intention to deceive, by word or action. Neither are we saying, as is reported of the Jesuits, virtually, that the end justifies the means. The mere moralist's concern is "the preservation of the individual's moral purity rather than any transcendent factor." But there is a transcendent factor and it is here that Rushdoony has, over others who agree with him, by far the better argument: the state of warfare between the kingdom of the devil and the kingdom of God. When open warfare breaks out, in whatever form, then we are duty bound to protect the innocent against the aggressor, even if it involves a lie. This is carefully defined by the Southern Presbyterian, RL Dabney; "Is not human life sacred, and the property of the Maker alone? The law answers: Man may kill, when the guilty life is forfeited to God, and he authorizes man to destroy it, as his agent. So, I conceive, extreme purposes of aggression, unjust and malignant, and aiming at our very existence, constitute a forfeiture of rights for the guilty assailant … his right is forfeit to the superior right of self-defence…. By the rule that the greater includes the less, may he not also deceive him for a righteous purpose? … only in the extreme case where life is maliciously assailed."

Rushdoony continues, "No one who is seeking to do us evil, to violate the law in reference to us or to another, is entitled to the truth. More than that, it can with scriptural grounds be called an evil to tell the truth to evil men and enable them thereby to expedite their evil. Asaph declared, 'When you see a thief, you are pleased with him (consent with him, AV; join with him, NIV), and you associate with adulterers' (Ps.50:18). To see theft and to be silent is to be party to the theft. To see men planning theft or murder, and then to answer truthfully concerning the whereabouts of the man, woman, or property they mean to kill, rape, or steal, is to be party to their offence. Such truth-telling is then participating in the crime. In terms of this, Rahab, had she told the truth, would have been an accessory to the death of two men" (the Israelite spies). Rushdoony believes this principle is recognized in the fact that our law may not compel a man to testify against himself or spouses against each other. "The Christian is under obligation to God to tell the truth at all times where normal communication exists. This truth-telling means, not the exposure of our privacy, but bearing a true witness in relation to our neighbour. It does not apply to acts of war. Spying is legitimate, as are deceptive tactics in warfare…. No man can heedlessly expose two men (the spies Rahab hid) to death on the pretext that his duty is to tell the truth irrespective of the circumstances, expecting God to deliver the men whom he himself refuses to deliver."

So also in the case of the Hebrew midwives who lied to Pharaoh. "Pharaoh was at war with God and with Israel; Israel had been enslaved, its people abused, and its newborn babies sentenced to death. This was clearly war; even more, it was legalized, wholesale murder. The midwives lied to Pharaoh to save the lives of the babes. It was clearly lying; it was clearly justified. And it was clearly blessed by God." 

He continues, "Scripture does speak at length of the fact that lying is hateful to God (Prov.6:16-19; 12:22; Lev.19:11; Col.3:9, etc.) Satan is spoken of as the father of lies (John 8:44; Acts 5:3). The critics of Rahab and of the midwives (as well as of Abraham, Isaac and others) fail to cite verses like 1 Kings 22:22,23, where God is declared to have put a lying spirit in the mouths of the false prophets in order to deceive a false king. The reason is that it militates against their absolutism. And this is the heart of the matter." And here, I believe, Rushdoony's consistent theological reference point results in a very important insight. "Shall we, in platonic fashion, absolutize truth-telling as a word, idea, or universal above God, or is God alone absolute? To absolutize truth-telling is to make Scripture an absurdity, because God in his sovereign power is alone absolute. Truth-telling is always in relation to and in terms of the absolute God and his law. Man has an obligation to speak truthfully in all normal circumstances, but he cannot permit evil men to steal murder, or rape by his truth-telling, which must at all times have reference to an absolute God rather than an absolute idea." He then quotes the Westminster Larger Catechism, which is to the same effect as Lord's Day 43 of the Heidelberg: "And I should do what I can to guard and advance my neighbour's good name."

"If we are not permitted by this law to injure 'our neighbour's good name,' how much less are we permitted to aid evil men to steal his property, rape his women-folk, and kill him as well? Truth-telling under such circumstances is not a virtue but moral cowardice."

"The concept of truth-telling implicit in the critics of Rahab, the midwives, Abraham, Isaac, and others is related to a pagan doctrine of sanctification. In paganism, the self-perfection of the individual is the religious ideal and the purpose of sanctification. The perfect individual is his own ultimate. The goal pursued, whether by the Sufis or by Buddha, has no reference to God and his law-order, and, very often, little reference to other men as well. The self is the world of pagan holiness and of truth-telling which is abstract, i.e., it is abstracted from the reality of God and his law, and the reality of a world at war. An abstract, non-Christian moralism can thus declare that it is holy to tell the truth to enemies and thereby lead to the killing of friends, neighbours, or loved ones, because the only issue is the abstract purity of the soul. Such a doctrine is clearly not Christian" (Institutes, p.542-549).

PS.	I have at present a difficulty with Rushdoony's defence of Abraham and Isaac lying by telling pagan kings their wives were their sisters; in Genesis 12:11-13; 20:2; 26:6-7 (Sarah was Abraham's half-sister but Rebekah was a cousin). I have never exegeted these passages and perhaps I don't as yet know enough of the ancient situation, but it appears to me that Pharaoh and Abimelech would have been less likely to have taken Sarah had they known clearly she was Abraham's wife. Abraham seems more interested in protecting himself than Sarah. 

